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POSITIVITY AND HEALTH
NITIN SACHDEVA - VICE PRESIDENT
After every night, there is a bright day that follows, hence we should
remain positive as this phase in our lives is not permanent and only
better things will start from here on. It’s been virtual so far and might
continue to be for some more time. It’s important to ascertain the ill
effects of technology overuse on health and we should maintain a
balanced schedule to ensure best of health both mental &
physical. While virtual platforms replicate much of the experience of an
in-person chat, for many people there’s nothing quite like seeing clients
in person, especially when building relationships, hashing out the finer
details of a sensitive deal or understanding how a business works from
the inside. Even a simple handshake helps us to create bonds: a 2008
study from the University of Iowa found that the gesture helped release
oxytocin in the brain, in turn building trust between strangers and
helping to sustain co-operation. There is definitely more urge to meet in
person than it has been ever before. It will surely bring strong demand
for our industry in the coming months. Keep calm and stay
optimistic. With the start of the festive season and unlock 4, I wish
positivity for everyone in our community. Be Well.
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NEW AGE SETUPS FOR MICE
Setup columns of chairs with six-foot aisles in
between, and having increased distance between
chair rows – which is essentially theater setup
with an increased number of aisles. An attendee
may be assigned a seat for a day and not sit
elsewhere, thereby minimizing contamination.
For registration lines, we would implement

Rajani Nair Deb
Director of Sales & Marketing
The Leela Gandhinagar & Mahatma
Mandir Convention
rajani.nairdeb@theleela.com

"When it comes to catering at events,
buffets won’t be a viable option for a
while."
Meetings in the near future are likely be limited to
domestic events and have virtual or hybrid
alternatives as a replacement. Small, driveto meetings includes short internal
meetings, workshops, and seminars, held locally
with attendees from a close geographic area.
It will be expected for venues to be equipped with
thermal scanning, as this can at least give an
indication of who is showing symptoms and can
be immediately assisted and thereafter
quarantined if need be. We should have a
sanitization policy in place to prepare for future
events.Meeting setups will have clusters of chairs
near one another while still accommodating the
social distancing recommendations.
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Taped lines on the floor to demarcate six-foot
distances.
Design event room layouts
Thermal cameras at entry points
A limit on gathering size and occupancy in
exhibition and meeting areas.
Mandatory mask wearing.
It also indicates training for employees, cleaning
protocols and access to PPE, and a new flow for
processing guests.
When it comes to hosting safe events at the venue,
we have to adhere to all local, state and central
guidelines, so we can deliver safe experiences for
all attendees and employees.
When it comes to catering at events, buffets won’t
be a viable option for a while.
Options could be:
Live cooking for smaller meetings
Pan to plate experiences.
Sit down meals - (Pre plated)
Pre-packed meals that attendees pick up from
multiple locations at the venue.
Boxed meals already placed at their seats at
the event.
Catering guidelines include staggered
setup serving food in individual units like bagged
lunches, individual water bottles, etc.
We should take advantage of any outdoor space if
we have it available to provide an open-air
environment if possible.
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Thermal Scanning

Spaced out Seating

Board room Setups

Classroom Style
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CARAVAN TOURS

TAURUS is a new concept of 'mobile glamping' (self contained mobile
camping unit) in the tourism industry for bespoke holidays. Its a trend
setter for caravan tourism in India! Our Overland Truck is to enjoy long
overlanding holidays with facilities for food and camping on the go in
remote unexplored and lesser explored areas with 'freedom and
flexibility'. We have equipped our overland truck with the best of

Capt Suresh Sharma
Team Leader
greendotexpeditions@gmail.com

facilities to make the best overland truck in India and raised the

Why Taurus?

standards of outdoor holidays in India. Its the most elaborate RV

After the arrival of Corona people

(recreational vehicle), hybrid overland truck (with features of caravan,

have suddenly realised the value of

campervan, motorhome). Now after the Corona pandemic, in the West

RV holidays in India too, as the

more are turning to RVs, caravans and motor homes to escape COVID-19

Western world where RVs tourism is

- and get away from it to ensure the social distancing on their holidays,

fully developed are buying more RVs

the only way to save yourself from Corona, as there is no treatment as of

now, as it's a safer option than flying

now. “When you're staying in an RV - its home away from home and you

or staying in hotels on vacation. As

are 100 per cent in complete control of your environment,”

of now, probably India has less than
a dozen RV tour operators. And

"Above all you dont have to cook and wash
Dishes"

there is no caravan park in India, as
there has been no need. So, even if
people get RVs there are many
apprehensions and hurdles i.e.
security being the main concern,
where to find locations for RV
parking, etc.We have operated for 6
years and we have done lots of
ground work and operations and
local liaison in Rajasthan, Kutch
(Gujarat), Himachal, Spiti Valley,
Himachal and Ladakh. So, our
guests don't have to worry where to
park RV at some nice exotic
locations, safety security,
replenishment of water, fresh
veggies, etc. And above all, you don't
have to cook and wash dishes!
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ONLINE HOSPITALITY TRAINING
The tsunami of covid-19 swept away the entire tourism and
hospitality industry. From being a social animal, man was
forced to exercise social distancing as a way of life. This
nearly led to the doom of industry and brought it to a
grinding halt. The budding and aspiring hoteliers were the
worst affected, their entire future planning was hanging in
a limbo. Hospitality education being very high on
tangibility and practical skills, the biggest hurdle it faced
was to how to transfer knowledge and skill sets. Both the
educators and students were getting sleepless nights at how
to go about imparting and absorbing necessary expertise.

Bashir Rawat
SENIOR LECTURER
IHMCT & AN JAIPUR
bashirrawat@gmail.com

"Now is the time
for Institutes to
rethink their
learning budgets
and to commit to
reskilling."
www.siteindiachapter.com

Upside to this current pandemic situation, it triggered the
process of reinventing ourselves. Also the hospitality
education systems felt the urgent need of revamping their
curriculum to make it more relevant in the current time
and accelerating the transformation process in the
educational landscape. As per Brainly, a knowledge sharing
community conducted a study in which 53.3 % student’s
preferred blended learning with a mix of both online &
offline learning after schools and institutions open, which
is the apt for hotel management institutes as well because it
comprises of learning practical along with theoretical
studies.Students are determining how they will adapt to the
rapidly changing conditions, and educators have learned a
way to match these students to new roles and activities.
This dynamic is concerning not just over remote teaching
or the role of automation and AI, It’s concerning how
educators will re-skill and up-skill
the scholars to deliver within the post-pandemic era.
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To meet this challenge, Institutes are crafting a
talent strategy that develops student’s essential
digital and cognitive capabilities, their social
and emotional skills, and their ability and
resilience. Majority of the Institutes have begun
their online classes and training sessions for
the second year and third year on various
platforms available like JIO Meet, Google meet,
Google classrooms, Microsoft teams etc. Fresh
admissions have already begun with the private
institutes and in the govt sector NCHMCT has
just conducted the Joint entrance exam for the
year 2020 admissions.
They have also released a document, detailing
the functioning of all the Institutes once we all
return to the Offline teaching mode in future.
This new way of working clearly places
emphasises on a blended learning.
Now is the time for Institutes to rethink their
learning budgets and to commit to
reskilling.Developing this muscle will surely
strengthen Institutes for any future disruptions.
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DRIVING TO TRAQUILITY
Upasana Todi Prakash
Owner The Lodge at Wah
reservations@wahtea.com

If you are looking to escape to the mountains, The Lodge at Wah might be only a drive away for you. Set on an
ancestral tea garden called the Wah Tea Estate, owned by the Prakash family, The Lodge at Wah is the perfect
home away from home. Take a moment to sip the range of artisanal teas, and enjoy the peace and tranquility.
An eco-friendly property built completely with natural materials, it is designed in the traditional Kangra style.
The structures on the property are built with mud, wood, slate and riverstone, with no chemicals being used in
building or maintaining it. There is plenty of outdoor space to relax, and meals can be taken al fresco whenever
the weather permits. Tea bushes are seen in multiple places, from vast areas across the homestay to bushes
existing within the property. The meals are created in a farm-to-fork style, with most of the produce coming in
from the organic garden on the estate. The view of the mountains, warm bonfires, winding walking trails
through the estate, a secluded yogashala – all beckon guests to spend their time enjoying the natural beauty of
the region.
The Lodge at Wah was created to share this beautiful tea estate with the world in a manner that is conducive to
the environment. It is careful about sustainability and responsible tourism, while offering a luxurious and
unforgettable stay experience.
www.siteindiachapter.com
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EXAM DATE 25th September 2020 at New Delhi

What’s the format of the exam?

The CITP designation is awarded upon successful completion of an 80-question examination within a
two-hour time period designed to measure and validate your performance against the typical
requirements of an incentive travel professional – strategic case-making around the business benefits of
incentive travel, finance and budgeting, operations and execution, program design and delivery, CSR
and sustainability.
The exam is mainly multiple-choice questions and does not involve any essay-type answers. If English is
not your first language, you are allowed 1 additional hour to take the exam.
Exam Content Outline:
The designation Certified Incentive Travel Professional is awarded to candidates who demonstrate the
required level of knowledge, experience and expertise across all of the following topics:
Domain 1: Business Case for Incentive Travel
Strategic Planning
Incentive Programme design
Stakeholder Management
Human Resources
Domain 2: Selling to the Incentive Travel Market
SalesProfessionalism
Domain 3: Managing Incentive Travel Programs
Financial Management
Communication
Risk Management
Crises Management
Project Management
Site Management
CSR & Sustainability
Closing remarks:
As we open up gradually and thrive to revive, we look forward to more inputs, ideas, thoughts, suggestions from members. Feel free to
write and contribute towards content of Site India Chapter Newsletter.The newsletter is aimed to extract views , news & innovative ideas
from members and personalities from travel and incentives sphere. Send in your write ups to siteindiachapter@gmailc.om or you may call
Vikrant @9811505890
Disclaimer: the opinions expressed in this publication are those of authors alone. They do not purport to reflect the opinions or views of
the Site India Chapter or its members. The designations employed in this publication and the presentation of material therein do not imply
the expression of any opinion whatsoever on part of Site India Chapter concerning the legal status of any country , area or territory. For
more please visit our website www.siteindiachapter.com
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